PRESS RELEASE
Monaco, January 28 2020

Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort Launch Brand New Suite
Suite Eleven: Rise above the Mediterranean – Opening April 2020
Offering the ultimate Monte-Carlo experience, in a stylish and relaxed setting, the Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort
continues to innovate, unveiling a brand new Suite; Suite Eleven. Suspended above the sea, on the 11th floor of the
hotel, this suite with five-star services joins the Diamond Suites Collection of Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer
Resort, opening in April 2020.
A Suite offering informal luxury, close to the stars
Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort continues to create authentic, memorable moments for its guests. After the
launch of Suite Rafael Nadal, in April 2020, the hotel will be offer guests a new Suite with a telling name: Suite
Eleven. With private elevator access to the fully reserved 11th floor, this suite offers a space of 195 sq.m, including
a 21 sq.m terrace,180° sea views and high-end services in an elegant and timeless backdrop. With two bedrooms,
a large lounge and dining area for up to 10 people, and the possibility to connect to a 68 sq.m duplex suite including
a 9 sq.m terrace, Suite Eleven is the essence of the elegant and serene style of the Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort.
The contemporary styled Suite favours natural materials in mellow shades evoking the sand and Mediterranean
colours, with touches of blue in a tranquil and warm atmosphere. The Suite's design is the work of Olivier Antoine,
a decorator who is known for his timeless and natural choices, inspired by his love of the Mediterranean Sea.
Suite Eleven is also decorated in wood panelling in raw eucalyptus or lagoon blue, and floors in natural stone such
as agate. The bathroom is in marble and proposes a steam-shower room with mosaic decoration.
The suite also boasts innovative technologies such as “Easy to Use” technology, notably for lighting, designed to
simplify life for guests.
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Five-star services
Suite Eleven proposes a collection of exclusive services, including:
- Ultra-personalised welcome
- Transfers to and from the airport, and to the Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer Resort
- Availability of a housekeeper to look after luggage
- In season: a Cocoon Bed on the edge of the lagoon or special access to the Sea Bay to enjoy the sea.
Optional services: butler, chef for personalised dinners and private receptions in the suite, in-suite services (yoga,
private coach, spa, hair stylist, etc.), or in-suite service of signature dishes from the Blue Bay star-awarded
restaurant. Lastly, the little extra of Suite Eleven: a telescope to get even closer to the stars.
“The experience we offer at Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort combines hotel services, food, night life, well-being
and entertainment. More than just wealth, it’s a trademark that we are constantly developing to continue to
surprise our demanding clientèle!” says Frédéric Darnet Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort Managing Director “Suite
Eleven offers a new high-end experience while offering the friendliness that our guests appreciate”.
Suite Eleven joins the exceptional collection of the 22 Monte-Carlo Diamond Suites, including the extraordinary
Suites of Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo (Suite Prince Rainier III and Suite Princesse Grace), the 13 Diamond Suites of
Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo, and the Suite Sunshine of Monte-Carlo Beach.
Download here more pictures of Suite Eleven
About Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer
Since 1863, Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer has been offering a unique Art of Living, a one-of-a-kind resort
with four casinos, including the prestigious Casino de Monte-Carlo, four hotels (Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo, Hôtel
Hermitage Monte-Carlo, Monte-Carlo Beach, Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort), the Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo
spa, 30 restaurants including five that together have seven Michelin Guide stars. A hub of nightlife, the Group offers
an incredible selection of events. At the beginning of 2019, Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer completed four
years of transformation works dedicated to Hôtel de Paris Monte-Carlo and to the creation of a new district around
Place du Casino, One Monte-Carlo: luxury accommodation, shops, restaurants and a conference centre. The vision
of Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer is to make Monte-Carlo the most exclusive experience in Europe.
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